ANGERT FAMILY CLIMBING WALL RULES
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Climb Smart
Casual attitudes and sloppy skills cause accidents! Climbers must be aware and pay attention to detail. Any climber who is not demonstrating safe belaying/climbing practices will be asked to leave; your pass may be revoked in this instance.

Check-in
All users must check-in with the monitor before climbing to sign forms and pay user fee.

Bouldering
No body part may be above the GREEN bouldering line; spotters are required to climb with feet at or above the RED bouldering line. Roped climbers have the right of way; boulderers must wait until climber is above the bouldering line before passing under climbing rope and must communicate with belayer.

Belaying
Belayer and climber must perform equipment checks and verbal contract each time before climbing. Belay certifications are valid for one school year.

Loose clothing, hair, jewelry
Climbers should contain loose clothing, jewelry, or hair that may get caught in the belay device; rings, bracelets and watches should be removed. Pockets must be emptied!

Dress Code
Only climbing shoes can be used. No bare feet, open-toed shoes, or hiking boots are allowed.

Personal Gear
Personal gear (except ropes and some belay devices) may be used at own risk; monitors reserve the right to inspect and refuse personal gear.

Chalk
No loose chalk allowed. You may bring your own chalk ball or use the ones provided.

Food & Drink
Food and drinks are not allowed in the climbing area but are welcome in the entry area.

Chaperones
Climbers under 13 must have an adult chaperone present.

Max Capacity Etiquette
If people are waiting to climb, users will be asked to limit climbing session to 1 hour.